
                             BCCA K-1 Student Supply list 
                School Year 2022-2023 

  
We will have both indoor and outdoor classroom time during the school day 
 (Scientific studies show that  fresh air and sunshine increase a student’s learning and academic 
performance so  we will be spending a good portion of class time outdoors daily weather 
permitting) https://www.teachearlyyears.com/nursery-management/view/the-benefits-of-sunshine-and-fresh-

air  
 

 

Please label everything with your child’s name before the first day of school. 
______ Backpack to carry back and forth to school daily  
______ (1) Pencil Box big enough to fit all coloring supplies   
______ (1) 12 pack Ticonderoga or Dixon #2 pencils (all other brands tend to break constantly) 
______ (1) pack 24 regular crayons  
______ (1) pack of erasable colored pencils (Students like to erase their mistakes) 
______  (1) 4) small or (2) large Glue sticks (no purple please) 
______  (1) bottle of liquid Elmer’s glue 
______  (1) pack of 8 subject dividers (with pockets) and a (2”) 3 ring binder (can reuse binder from last year) 
______  (2) Primary Journal (K-1 grades should have lines for writing as well as space to draw pictures) 
______ (1) pack pencil top erasers 
______ (2) pink erasers 
______ (1) blanket or mat for rest time 
______ Hard sole slippers for classroom use 
I have removed markers from the supply list because most are dry by the end of the first week.  
 
Outdoor Classroom Supply List: These things will be kept at school for daily use, each student will have their own 
cubby basket to keep all their supplies in. Again, all your child’s supplies should be labeled 
 
____ Backpack to stay at school that you will use at school to carry our supplies to and from our outdoor classroom 
____ Camp chair, or stadium seat 
____ Clothing: Brimmed hat, Waterproof hooded rain jacket and pants (Frog Togs recommended), rubber rain boots 
____ Bug catching box, Child binoculars, magnifying glass 
____ Sweater or sweatshirt to keep at school  
____     Extra complete set of clothing to be kept at school for the instance that we get wet while playing and learning 
outdoors (these do not need to be school uniform cloths but should include a pair of pants, underwear, socks, short-
sleeved shirt, long-sleeved shirt ) 
 

Classroom Supplies to share with class  
______ 2 boxes of Unscented baby wipes (we use these to keep tables and chairs clean along with sanitizing spray) 
______ 3 boxes of Ziploc Bags (1) gallon size (1) quart bags size and (1) sandwich size. They can be off brand  
______ Paper plates and Plastic forks and spoons (1) package of each 
______ roll scotch tape 
______ 1 box Kleenex tissues  
______ Bring on any day during the first week of school an object that demonstrates something special they did while 

on summer break 
______ Summer Reading Log! 
      

See You Soon!  

          Miss B.  
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